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About the Artist

Ryan’s work originally rose to fame through his involvement with the street art scene under the pseudonym RYCA. Over the last three years however, he has developed an ever increasing presence and reputation creating prints and graphics under his own name. These works have combined Ryan’s interest in popular culture with the vast knowledge of materials and techniques he developed through a career as a 3D sign writer. They draw upon iconic words and images, including the smiley face - synonymous with acid house rave culture in the 1980’s – and classic 90’s song lyrics. Ryan takes these nostalgia evoking words and images and recontextualises them using the style and materials - specifically bas relief gold inlay and black lacquered background – usually associated with a traditional symbol of England: the pub sign. Ryan’s cross referencing of nationally familiar and culturally significant symbols creates work that is both accessible and playful, whilst also being highly original and technically accomplished.